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Thesis is directed by Professor Jianliang Xiao 

Abstract 

Industrial and technology in advanced promote the development of optical 

system towards accessible to be high-performance, robust and easy to be 

tunable. Nowadays, with the development of precision manufacturing, the 

surface morphologies can be modified in micro scale even nano-scale which 

are in conformity with the requirement of the optical systems or devices. In 

this dissertation, several surficial morphology-based compatible and tunable 

optical systems have been put forward with simple dynamic actuation with 

the potential applications in smart window, optical diffuser and optical 

grating. 

First of all, an optimal etching time has been explored in a wrinkling-

cracking based tunable smart window application. With the increased UVO 

etching time, the thickness of top oxidized layer enhanced a lot. As the 

uniaxial strain applied, the surface morphology is variable. By the 

comparison of different UVO etched situations, the optimal UVO treating 

time for smart window sample with largest tunable transmittance has be 

raised. Moreover, the tunable transmittance range versus UVO treating time 

has been developed as a consequence. 
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Additional discover is that the micro-scaled sinusoidal surface has a 

scattering effect for transmitted light source when we went through the first 

project. Therefore, a high-performance optical diffuser with novel 

screwthread-like wrinkling morphology is fabricated simply and cheaply 

based on two arrays of micro-scaled wrinkling patterns perpendicular to each 

other. Such optical diffuser can scatter the light uniformly in a rectangular 

region, with a high haze performance. Furthermore, two-sided surface 

modified optical diffuser is demonstrated to enhance the optical performance 

with a much larger scattering region. The scattering region can also be tuned 

from rectangular shape to one-dimensional line via simple mechanical 

actuation as well. 

Last but not the least, a series of hierarchical surface architectures are 

fabricated by combining the micro-scaled wrinkling pattern with sub-micro-

scaled wavy structure.  Such morphology cannot only diffuse the transmitting 

light but also perform the tunable diffraction phenomenon for potential 

optical grating application. In additional, a high-performance optical diffuser 

(scattering angle ~60°) is exhibited via two optical grating samples stacking 

together.  
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

1.1. Surface wrinkling morphologies 

Wrinkling or folded phenomenon is very common in daily routine, for 

example, the wavy structural geomorphology, wrinkling tiles for Chinese 
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traditional architecture, and wrinkles on human skin. With the development 

of micro fabrication and accurate manufacturing, the micro scaled wrinkling 

surface morphology has been exhibited for a wide range of potential 

applications: stretchable electronics [1-3], measurement of mechanical 

properties[4,5], novel hydrophobic structure, and optical devices[6,7]. 

Different fabrication approaches has been introduced to induce wrinkling or 

wavy surface morphologies through thermal mismatch [8-10], mechanical 

strain mismatch [11-14], focused ion beam [15], ultraviolet ozone and oxygen 

plasma surface treatment [16-19] and others [20-24]. Figure 1-1 a) shows the 

preparation of wrinkling surface by mechanical strain mismatch [11].  The Si 

thin film seats on mother wafer with photoresist toughed onto the Si film, 

after the top exposed Si was etched away, the Si ribbons formed. And then, a 

pre-stretched elastomeric polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) bonded conformably 

with the Si ribbons. After peeling off the PDMS bonded with Si ribbons, the 

deformable wrinkling pattern formed on both PDMS substrate and Si film 

when the strain released. Figure1-1 c) shows uniform wrinkling pattern of Si-

PDMS sample via scanning electron microscope. After that, novel two-

dimensional wrinkling morphology has been developed by J. Song in 2008 

[25]. Figure 1-2 a) shows such fabrication process: first, the Si membrane is 

bonded onto the top of two-dimensional pre-strain applied PDMS by a series 

of photolithography processes. After releasing the pre-strain, the PDMS slab 

recovered to its initial state which induce two-dimensional wavy pattern on 
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the surface of Si membrane. Figure1.2 b) shows micrographs of its spatially 

distributed morphology. 

 

Figure1-1. [11] a) Schematic illustration of fabrication process for Si wrinkling thin 

film integrated with PDMS substrate. b) Optical image of a region of wavy patterns 

(widths= 20μm, spacing =20μm, thickness =100nm). c) Scanning electron microscopy 

image of four wavy Si ribbons with an angular view. 
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Figure 1-2 [25] a) Schematic illustration of the fabrication process of two-

dimensional wrinkling patterns for Si membrane on PDMS substrate. b) Optical 

image of two-dimensional wrinkling region of Si membrane by optical microscope 

and atomic force microscope (AFM). 

In addition, thermal mismatch is another milestone for fabrication of 

wrinkling pattern which is first proposed by Bowden et al. in 1998 [8]. In this 

study, the PDMS substrate bonded onto a glass foundation first to fix the 

bottom surface of PDMS substrate. Then, the top surface of PDMS expanded 

via introduced heating and at the meantime, a thin layer of Ti and Au 

deposited consecutively. Because the coefficient of thermal expansion of 

PDMS is much larger than that of top thin metal layer, after whole systems 

cooled down to room temperature, the wrinkling pattern were introduced by 

compression from soft substrate.  Figure 1-3 b) shows the microscopy image of 

such two-dimensional surface morphology. Meanwhile, UVO and O2 Plasma 

combined with a specific pre-strain applied are also introduced to fabricate 

wrinkling surface morphology. Such method can avoid interfacial 

delamination or local defects with peeling off action which is possible for 

metal deposited-film-substrate system. By the way, its applicability in optical 

applications is better than metal deposited-film-substrate system since it will 

keep the initial transparency after surficial treatment. 
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Figure1-3 [8] a) Schematic illustration of fabrication process for metal-film wavy 

pattern on soft PDMS substrate by thermal mismatch. b)  The microscopy image of 

two-dimensional wavy patterns onto Au thin film. c) The microscopy image of 

transition state that one-dimensional wavy structure to two-dimensional state. 

1.2. Surface Morphology-base optical systems 

Thin-film wrinkles integrating with soft substrate promise several potential 

optical applications since the micro-scaled and nano-scaled surficial waves 

have different effects for transmitting light. 

1.2.1 Optical Smart Window 

Optical smart window with a tunable transmittance which can change from 

transparent to opaque state has attract lots of research interests for its 

potential benefits in power saving, indoor environmental adjustment and 

securing consideration [26-30]. However, the commercial smart windows 

suffer from high-cost batch manufacturing, unstable material with 

unpromising tunable recycles, multi-step fabrication process, and difficult 
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realization of actuation [31-35]. Micro-scaled structural array onto the soft 

substrate provides a bright future for smart window applications. Nowadays, 

several different surface-morphology-modified smart windows have been 

developed including quasi-amorphous array of silica nanoparticles (NPs) 

embedded in PDMS [36], nanopillar array onto wrinkled PDMS substrate 

[37], and wrinkled graphene-AgNWs hybrid electrode[38]. For example, 

Seung Goo Lee and his collaborators developed a new structure to tune the 

transparency and wetting of elastomeric [37]. Figure 1-4 (a) is the schematic 

illustration of such fabrication process. Nanopillar arrays first fabricated by 

micro-fabrication. And then the unpolymised PDMS is used to replicated the 

nanopillar arrays, then the UVO treatment is utilized while the pre-strain is 

applied. After releasing the strain, the tunable optical smart window has 

been accomplished. Figure 1-4(d) shows the optical image of such smart 

window switching reversibly from opaque (left) to transparent (right) 

circumstance (Pattern was fabricated by first UVO treatment).  
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Figure 1-4 [37] (a) Schematic illustration of fabrication process of stretchable 

nanoplilar arrays onto the wavy PDMS substrate. (b) and (c) SEM image of 

nanopillar array on top of PDMS. (d) The reversible transmittance changes from 

transparent state to opaque state based on applied strain ε. 

 

 

 

1.2.2 Optical diffuser 

Optical diffusers are used to diffuse or soften the light for some potential 

applications. Optical diffuser has spread-out applications in liquid crystal 

display and LED illumination and display systems [39-42]. Liquid crystal 

display needs optical diffuser to be thermoduric, perdurable, and uniformly 

light distribution [43, 44]. On the other hand, for LED illumination, the 

softening, high transmittance and almost no diffraction phenomenon or 

diffraction patterns are overlapped with each other is preferable. Most optical 

diffusers can diffuser the light energy in Gaussian energy distribution and 

also shape the light beam by some novel structure design. Basically the light 
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diffuser can be classified into two categories. The one is grain-induced optical 

diffuser in which dense micro-scaled particles as diffusion components 

embedded into part of throughout the plastic substrate to diffuse the 

transmitting beam [45-49]. Second one is the surface-treated diffuser [50-55]. 

Normally, surface of plastic or elastic materials are treated with chemically 

etching, coating, or abrasion to generate a rough surface morphologies to 

diffuse the light. Figure 1-5 shows one type of optical diffuser fabricated by 

Takuya Ohzono in 2013 [55]. Figure 1-5 a) shows the experimental setup for 

the observation of diffusion laser spot. The wavelength of surface wrinkle 

here is about 4mm. And the distance from screen to wavy surface is fixed to 

100mm. Figure 1-5 b) shows the diffusion patterns are differed from different 

s values which indicates different compression situations. Besides, the 

transmitting pathway is visible by introducing a mist as shown in Figure 1-5 

c). When the two wrinkled surface which are both under compression is 

perpendicular to each other, the rectangular-shaped diffusion pattern can be 

obtained (shown in Figure1-5d). Another optical diffuser can be fabricated 

through silicone emulsions, the water drop distributed randomly as diffusion 

components after sufficient stirring. Figure 1-5e) is optical image of diffusers 

with different sized water drops randomly distributed within the silicone 

polymer. The digital image of blurred characters was also shown in Figure 1-

5e). Figure 1-5f) shows different diffusion patterns when the laser beam went 

through with variable proportion of NaCl aq. solution. 
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Figure1-5. [55] [56] Two types of optical diffusers. a) The experimental setup to 

observe the diffusive light. b) Digital photographs of laser diffusion patterns under 

different compressions. c) Visible diffused trace for laser beam. d) Rectangular-

shaped diffusion pattern for two stacked samples. e) The diffusion effect for such 

optical diffuser to blur the character underneath and Optical microscopy image of 

such diffuser. f) The diffusion patterns for various vol% NaCl aq. solutions.  

 

1.2.3 Optical grating 

Optical grating is an important optical component with periodic, dense, 

paralleling structure which scatters and diffracts the light into several beams 

transmitting through different directions [59-62]. The optical grating utilizes 

multi-slit diffraction effect and light beam interference effect to scatter the 

transmitted light beam according to the wavelength [63]. Diffraction 
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phenomenon happens and dominates obviously when the size of narrow slit is 

comparable with the wavelength of transmitting light. The optical grating 

can be divided into two main categories. First is narrow-slit grating. Narrow-

slit grating is line-shaped grating which realizes the diffraction effect by 

pinhole imaging theory. The high-performance diffraction pattern always 

implies low brightness and low transmittance. Another one is lenticular 

grating achieved by cambered lens imaging principle. The spectrum behind 

the optical grating always lines evenly and uniformly which induces its 

potential application in precise measurement. For example, the wrinkled film 

on soft substrates as tunable optical grating for strain sensing and 

measurement has been developed in 2013 [64].  The stretched PDMS 

substrate under uniaxial strain was deposited a layer of Au on top. After 

releasing the pre-strain, the evenly sub-micro-scaled wrinkled morphology 

generates at its top as shown in figure 1-5. Another high-performance TiO2-

PDMS tunable optical grating has been fabricated by transfer printing 

technology as shown in Figure1 [65]. Figure 2 shows the low vacuum 

secondary electron image of TiO2 embedded into the soft PDMS substrate. 

The diffraction laser patterns are variable for different strains applied.  
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Figure 1-6. [64] [65] Two types of optical gratings: a) Schematic illustration of 

fabrication process for wrinkling Au film onto PDMS substrate for optical grating 

application and microscope picture of its wrinkling structure. b)  Schematic 

illustration of preparation of TiO2-PDMS tunable optical grating. c) Scanning 

electron microscopy (SEM) image of such optical grating’s surface morphology. d) 

Tunable diffraction patterns of TiO2-PDMS optical grating under different applied 

mechanical strains. 
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Chapter 2 Exploration of Tunable range of normal 

transmittance for smart window under various 

UVO treating time 

 

2.1  Introduction 

Nowadays, optical smart window whose light transmission properties can be 

adjusted has attracted a lot of interests due to its huge potential applications, 

such as automotive, aircraft, marine and architectural buildings in which 

smart window cannot only provide a comfortable indoor environment but also 

have far significance on low-carbon life. However, mass production of current 

available windows still have disadvantages such as high cost of 

manufacturing, and complicated assembled structure.  Surface modification 

of soft active materials provide an opportunity for mechanically tuning light 

transmittance without affecting its intrinsic properties. 

In this chapter, the tunable range of light transmittance has been explored 

under the foundational report by Zhengwei Li [66] where a cracking-

wrinkling surface morphology is fabricated for smart window application. 

The optimal UVO etching time for cracking-wrinkling pattern which has best 

scattering effect has been demonstrated. The surface morphology is different 

under various UVO etching times. For 10mins UVO etched smart window 

sample, both micro-scaled wrinkling pattern and cracks cannot be observed; 

for 20mins, only cracks propagate perpendicular to uniaxial strain direction 

without the formation of wrinkling morphology. For 60mins, the optimal 
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transmission effect can be obtained where both cracks and wrinkles generate. 

And with increasing of UVO treating time. The top SiOx layer is so thick that 

it is easy to facture with the strain applied. Therefore, the scattering effect 

will recede with further increasing UVO treat time.   

 

2.2 Experimental Section 

 
2.2.1 Preparation of various smart window samples 

PDMS was prepared by homogenously mixing silicone elastomer and curing 

agent (Sylgard 184, Dow Coming) in a weight proportion of 10:1. The 

thorough mixture was then degassed in a vacuum desiccator for 40mins to 

remove all trapped air bubbles. After degassing, the mixture was placed in a 

flat platform with weight of 8g and was then cured in a hot oven at 80° for 

about 1hour. The polymerized PDMS film with thickness about 1mm was cut 

with 6cm*2cm strip for further surface treatment. The pre-stretched samples 

were then placed in a UVO cleaner (Jelight model 42) at a distance about 

10mm for 20mins, 60mins, and 120mins respectively to generate a thin layer 

of SiOx on its top surface. Various surface morphologies can be obtained 

when a uniaxial strain was applied to different samples separately. 

2.2.2 Characterization of morphologies 

Optical microscopy images of various smart window samples were obtained 

by the optical microscope (BX60, Olympus) integrated with CCD camera in a 
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reflection mode. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) were obtained by a 

Hitachi SU3500 microscope with an accelerating voltage of 30kV. Surface 

profiles for micro-leveled wrinkle were measured by Alpha-step 500 surface 

profilometer (Tencor). Crack depth of 20mins UVO etched smart window was 

checked by atomic force microscope (AFM) with tapping mode. 

2.2.3 Optical Characterization 

The normal transmittance of two samples stacking together was measured by 

the UV-VIS-NIR spectrophotometer (Shimadzu 3101PC). For the optical 

diffusive patterns, the light source was a collimated green beam with 

wavelength of 532nm transmitting through the optical diffuser sample. The 

white screen behind the sample was placed to collect and observe diffusive 

pattern. The distance from screen to sample was fixed to 43.5mm. 

 

2.3 Results and discussion 

Figure 2-1 a) shows the fabrication process of the PDMS films with different 

surface morphologies based on 20mins and 60mins ultraviolet/ozone (UVO) to 

etch freestanding PDMS film surface.[66] Here, UVO is used to oxidize the 

freestanding PDMS to generate a thin and rigid thin layer of SiOx. For the 

case which with 60mins UVO treatment, it will generate cracks along the 

vertical direction since the mechanical loading can easily exceed the critical 

cracking strain of the top brittle SiOx thin layer through the mechanical 
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stretching at two ends of treated PDMS film. The cracking along the vertical 

direction divide top thin layer into several micro-ribbons. When the 

mechanical stretching is large enough, due to Poisson’s Effect, compression 

along the vertical direction will induce wrinkling at top surface of the PDMS 

film due to strain mismatch. However, for the case that with 20mins UVO 

etching, the mechanical stretching cannot exceed the critical stress 

corresponding to generation of vertical wrinkling patterns even if exceed 40% 

strain applied, only cracks are induced at top of surface. After the mechanical 

stretching is released, the film recovers to the initial flatten state (the series 

of wrinkling recovered to flatten and cracks become closed). Such phenomena 

reveals that the tunable transmittance range can be controlled by various 

UVO treating time since different UVO treating time will conduct various 

thickness of SiOx etched layer which will introduce different scaled patterns 

of wrinkles and cracks. The initial state of PDMS with 20mins& 60mins 

&120mins UVO etching are both transparent since the surface are both 

smooth and flatten (PDMS also has superior transparency, T% is about 90%), 

and after a specific mechanical stretching, the PDMS film with 60mins UVO 

treatment has become opaque comparing stretched PDMS film with 20mins 

UVO treatment (translucent), the characters “SMART WINDOW” is still 

visible underneath the stretched PDMS film with 20mins UVO treatment as 

shown in Figure 2-1 b).  Further time UVO treatment case is discussed in 

later section. 
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Figure 2-1 Fabrication process and switchable light transmission phenomena a) [66] 

Schematic illustration of preparation process for smart windows. b) Digital 

photograph to switch 20mins & 600mins smart window from transparent state to 

opaque/translucent state reversibly. 

Figure 2-2 a) shows microscopy image of surface topography of 20mins & 

60mins & 120mins UVO treatment with different mechanical stretching 

applied. The initial state of the PDMS film with 20mins&60mins&120mins 

all have a flattened no-cracked surface. When stretching applied, for 

example, 10% strain applied, cracks generate vertically at all three etched 

surfaces, due to the brittleness of SiOx layer and softness of PDMS substrate. 

The top SiOx layer is stretched into several ribbons divided by the microscale 

crack grooves. With increasing strain applied, wrinkling patterns initialized 

first for 120mins UVO treated sample when strain reached 10%. That’s 

because it has thickest oxidized layer with largest local stress mismatch and 

lowest critical strain for wrinkling pattern generation. Then when applied 
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strain reaches 20% for 60mins, the applied strain has reached the critical 

buckling strain of thin film-substrate system (stiff SiOx layer on soft PDMS 

substrate), wrinkles start to form along the vertical direction. When applied 

strain increased to 30%, for 60mins&120mins UVO treated samples, 

wrinkling patterns fully developed onto the cracked surface respectively. For 

20mins UVO treated PDMS, the cracks becomes more dense but without 

wrinkling pattern generated even if the applied strain exceed 50%. For 

60mins& 120mins UVO etched PDMS film, the surface wrinkling-cracking 

becomes much denser with increasing applied strain. However, the applied 

strain can only reach to 30% for 120mins UVO treated sample since the 

PDMS film will be raptured with further increased strain. This phenomenon 

is due to the increasing depth for cracking grooves, and the treated surface is 

much thicker and brittle with long-time UVO etching. As shown in figure, the 

depth of cracking reach about 7um which means the cracks is much easier to 

propagate. As the etching time reduced, the depth of cracking reduced for 

different treated samples. Because the top SiOx layer is so brittle that the 

stress needed to fracture such layer which means the crack is easy to 

formulate. With the increased normal stress or increased normal stress, the 

cracking region has larger potential to propagate, and with deeper cracks, it 

much more easy to fracture. The figure 2 show the depth of cracks under 

different UVO etching time obtained by profilometer (Alpha-Step D-500, 

KLA-Tencor.). The normal strain for PDMS films are all 30%. Besides, the 
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fracture of angle for is increasing with the UVO etching time which also 

supported by fracture theory. The relationship between wavelength, 

amplitude and applied strain is shown in Figure 2-2b) for different cases. 

With the increasing applied strain, the wavelength is decreasing and 

amplitude is increasing. The relationship between wrinkle 

wavelength/amplitude can be described by a finite deformation model for 

buckled film on a compliant support [66]. 
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Figure 2-2 Surface morphologies and profiles for 20mins, 60mins, and 120mins UVO 

etched samples. a) Optical microscopy images of 20mins, 60mins, and 120misn UVO 

etched smart windows (Scaled bar: 200μm) The insert image shows SEM image from 

a tilt view for 60mins smart window under 40% strain applied. b) Surface profiles for 

20mins, 60mins, and 120mins UVO treated samples, b)ⅰ Surface profile for 20mins 

sample along vertical direction; ⅱ Surface profile for 20mins sample along horizontal 

direction under 40% strain applied; ⅲ The crack density per millimeter versus 

applied strain for 20mins sample; ⅳ The relationship between wavelength and 
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amplitude of surface wrinkling patterns for 60mins UVO treated sample, the inserts 

are horizontal and vertical direction profiles under40% strain applied; ⅴ The 

relationship between wavelength and amplitude of surface wrinkling patterns for 

120mins UVO treated sample, the inserts are horizontal and vertical direction 

profiles under 30% strain applied; ⅵ The crack density per millimeter versus applied 

strain for 60mins sample and 120mins sample. 

The combined wrinkling-cracking surficial morphologies provides a 

meaningful approach for scattering and diffusing the light when light passes 

through the surficial morphology. The sample is transparent for 

20mins/60mins/120mins UVO treated sample with no strain applied. As a 

10% strain is applied, the transparency decreases due to the appearance of 

surficial cracking for 60mins PDMS film. For 20mins case, the transparency 

keeps its initial transparent state due to no structural change. And due to the 

large-area wrinkling pattern formation, the characters underneath the 

120mins UVO treated sample is hardly to see compared with 20mins/60mins 

sample with identical strain applied. For the different UVO timely treated 

sample, the critical strain corresponding to completely opaque sample is 

different. For the 20mins UVO etched PDMS film, when the strain reaches 

out 50%, the characters underneath the sample is still clear since no wrinkle 

at horizontal direction formed. For the 60mins UVO etched PDMS film, when 

40% strain is applied, the sample has become completely opaque. For the 

120mins UVO etched PDMS film, only 30% strain applied is a limitation for 

the opaque surface due to the experimental results, when the applied strain 

reached out more than 30%, the PDMS film is easy to fracture. Moreover, the 

optical diffusive image for different surficial structure can also demonstrate 
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such issue. For 20mins sample, the optical diffusion pattern is only a light 

line along horizontal direction due to its vertical-aligned cracking pattern. 

For 60mins/120mins sample, with the wrinkling patterns combined with 

surficial cracking, the horizontal light line has been diffused at vertical 

direction by the wrinkling patterns which means the wrinkling surficial 

structure has a scattering effect for a light source. Furthermore, A Cary 5000i 

UV-vi-NIR spectrophotometer is then used to measure the normal 

transmittance for time-different UVO etched PDMS films. The relationship 

between applied strain and an average normal transmittance from 

wavelength 380nm to 780nm (visible light region) is shown at figure. For the 

20mins UVO etched PDMS film, the normal transmittance is decreasing not 

much with increasing applied strain. Within the region from 0% applied 

strain to 20%, the normal transmittance remains a constant since there is no 

large-area cracking patterns initiate. From 20% applied strain to 40%, 

normal transmittance dropped but not too much from 92.5% to 78.2%.  For 

the 60mins/120mins UVO etched PDMS film, the normal transmittance 

dropped dramatically from about 90% to below 20%. Both 60mins% 120mins 

UVO treated sample’s normal transmittance show two stages: (1) at 0%-20% 

strain level, the normal transmittance changed dramatically because strong 

light diffusive effect by wrinkling-cracking surficial structures. (2) after 20% 

level, the large-area wrinkling cracking patterns has formed, the normal 

transmittance generated placid, which means minimal light transmittance 
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can be reached by mechanical stretching. The curve for 60mins UVO etched 

sample is always underneath the curve for 120mins UVO etched sample 

which represented there is optimal UVO etching time for PDMS film since 

with the increasing amplitude for 120mins sample compared with 60mins 

sample, the wavelength is larger as well which can be explained by which the 

wrinkling surface for 60mins is steeper than other kinds of samples which 

means the scattering effect for 60mins UVO etching sample is optimal. The 

normal transmittance cannot keep reducing since the applied go beyond 30%, 

it will go instable to fracture. Therefore, we can obtain the tunable range of 

normal transmittance via different UVO treatment time. And basically, the 

wrinkling patterns dominate the diffusion phenomenon compared to 

contribute of crack grooves. 
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Figure 2-3 Optical performance for various optical smart windows. a) Digital 

photographs of various smart windows under various applied strains. b) The 

diffusion optical patterns for various smart windows when a green light beam 

(wavelength: 532nm) passes through. c) The relationship between the normal 

transmittance versus various applied strains for different smear window samples. d) 

The tunable range of normal transmittance for different smart windows. 
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UVO Etching 

Time (mins) 
20mins 60mins 120mins 

Wrinkle 

Wavelength (μm) --- ~87 ~140 

Wrinkle 

Amplitude (μm) 
--- ~8 ~12 

Crack Density 

(mm
-1

) 
11 16 12 

Crack Depth (μm) 0.5~1 10~20 More than 40 

Minimum T% ~80 ~10 ~20 

Tunable Range 

(%) 
~15 ~80 ~65 

Table 2-1. Complex comparison between 20mins&60mins&120mins UVO etched 

smart window samples. 

  

2.4 Conclusions 

In summary, the optimal UVO etching time (60mins) for cracking-wrinkling 

pattern which has best scattering effect and tunable range of normal 

transmittance for various UVO treated smart windows have been 

demonstrated. The optimal tunable transmittance range is about 80% which 

is higher-performance than the state-of-the-art optical smart windows. Our 

optical window can also switch from transparent state to opaque reversibly. 

Such study and exploration has a huge impact not only on smart window 

applications but also on the optical devices which needs switchable optical 

components for specific utilization. 
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Chapter 3 Tunable Screwthread-like Wrinkling 

Patterns for Optical Diffuser Applications 

3.1  Introduction 

In this paper, we represent a simple and cheap approach via surficial 

wrinkling pattern and PDMS molding replication to fabricate a tunable high-

performance optical diffuser based on two-dimensional micro scaled 

screwthread-like wrinkling patterns. Well-proportioned quadrate-shaped 

diffusion patterns can be obtained when a collimated light beam transmits 

through our optical diffuser. To further upgrade our light properties, we 

fabricated two-sided rough surficial morphology-based optical diffuser with 

increasing light scattering angle, larger scattering region and optical haze 

transmittance. Furthermore, the two-dimensional surficial structure can be 

tune to one-dimensional wrinkling pattern though easy mechanical 

stretching. Such reversible process can be used to tune the diffusion patterns 

from a squared shape to a narrow strip by simple mechanical actuation [67]. 

(This work was finished by the collaboration of Dr. Zhengwei Li and Yinding 

Chi) 

3.2 Experimental characterization  

 
3.2.1 Sample preparation 

PDMS was prepared by homogenously mixing silicone elastomer and curing 

agent (Sylgard 184, Dow Coming) in a weight proportion of 10:1. The 
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thorough mixture was then degassed in a vacuum desiccator for 40mins to 

remove all trapped air bubbles. After degassing, the mixture was placed in a 

flat platform with weight of 8g and was then cured in a hot oven at 80 for 

about 1hour. The polymerized PDMS films with thickness about 1mm were 

cut with a wideness 3cm strip for further surface treatment. The PDMS 

samples were then fixed with a uniaxial prestrain 20% by a hand-made 

stretching step. The pre-stretched sample was then placed in a UVO cleaner 

(Jelight model 42) at a distance about10mm for 60mins to generate a thin 

layer of SiOx on its top surface. One-dimensional wrinkling pattern generate 

spontaneously at stretching direction after the stretching released. Three 

identical samples aligned together for next-step mold. The thoroughly 

degassed but uncured PDMS mixture was then poured over three aligned 

wrinkling surface and cured at 80° for 1 hour. After cooling to room 

temperature, with peeling off from the templated carefully, the PDMS replica 

with one-dimensional wrinkling surficial pattern are obtained. The replica 

was then cut and pre-stretched to 20% perpendicular to first wrinkling 

direction and then placed in the UVO cleaner for 1 hour following same step 

for first wrinkling pattern fabrication. After releasing the 20% strain, the 

screwthread-like wrinkling surficial pattern was obtained for potential 

optical diffuser application. 

3.2.2 Structural Characterization 
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Optical microscopy image of optical diffuser was obtained by the optical 

microscope (BX60, Olympus) integrated with CCD camera in a reflection 

mode. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image was obtained by a Hitachi 

SU3500 microscope with an accelerating voltage of 30kV. Surface profiles for 

two-dimensional srewthread-liked wrinkling patterns were measured by 

Alpha-step 500 surface profilometer (Tencor) (Same steps for all other 

stretched states). 

3.2.3 Optical Characterization 

Total and diffusive transmittance of optical diffuser under various strains 

was measured by the UV-VIS-NIR spectrophotometer (Shimadzu 3101PC) 

integrated with integrating sphere (Shimadzu ISR 3100). The haze 

transmittance was generated by the ratio of diffusive transmittance versus 

total transmittance. For the optical diffusive patterns, the light source was a 

collimated green beam with wavelength of 532nm transmitting through the 

optical diffuser sample. The white screen behind the sample was placed to 

collect and observe diffusive pattern. The distance from screen to sample was 

fixed to 43.5mm. Diffusive transmittance: the amount of light transmit 

beyond a central angle of 24°; Total transmittance: the amount of light 

transmit our optical diffuser sample. 

3.3 Fabrication Process 
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Figure3-1 schematically represents the fabrication process of optical diffuser 

sample. The UVO treatment is first introduced to generate a thin layer of 

SiOx at top surface of a uniaxially pre-stretched PDMS film. After releasing 

the strain, the wrinkling pattern generated spontaneously since the 

mismatch of mechanical properties between SiOx thin layer and PDMS 

substrate. The wavy PDMS film can work as a template for following molding 

replication. The uncured PDMS mixture was poured over the wrinkling 

template. After peeling off from the template carefully, the PDMS polymer 

replicated the original surface patterns perfectly due to its low surface 

energy. The replica was then stretched perpendicular to first wrinkling 

direction. After the second UVO etching, the screwthread-liked surficial 

patterns can be obtained for potential optical diffuser. 
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Figure 3-1. Schematic illustration of fabrication process for tunable optical diffuser. 

a) Freestanding pure PDMS substrate. b) Pre-strain applied to PDMS with UVO 

treatment. c) After releasing the strain, uniform wrinkling patterns formed. d) 

Another uncured PDMS as a replica to replicate wavy surface morphology. e) Second 

UVO treatment to PDMS replica with a pre-strain applied perpendicular to first 

strain. f) After second strain releasing, the screwthread-like surface morphology 

formed. 

 

 

 

3.4 Surface Morphology Analysis 

Surficial morphology of PDMS film is shown in figure 3-2 a). From the 

microscopy image of surficial pattern, uniform large-area micro-scaled 

square-liked structure can be observed. With the identical 20% prestrian 

applied horizontally and vertically, the rectangular but not square units 

array generate. The reason for this, on the one hand, is that the first 

replicated wrinkling is under compression due to Poisson’s Effect at vertical 
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direction when a horizontal directional stretching applied to  generate second 

wrinkling patterns. After the UVO etching and releasing the strain, the 

wrinkling patterns cannot recover to its initial state due to its changed 

mechanical properties (The surficial thin layer is much rigid than PDMS 

substrate). On the other hand, first replicated wrinkling surface morphology 

affect local stress distribution and thickness of TiOx layer. Therefore, the 

wrinkling unit is a rectangular shape other than square shape. Figure3-2b) 

shows the SEM image of wrinkling surface from a tilt angle which clearly 

verified the screw-liked surficial structure. The second propagated wrinkling 

patterns were along horizontal direction and first replicated wrinkling 

pattern was the “arches” between wrinkling patterns adjacent.  

Figure 3-2 c) and d) shows the scanning profile of surficial wrinkling patterns 

horizontally and vertically. The wrinkling patterns from each direction 

propagate uniformly. The average wavelength and amplitude for horizontal 

direction are 103.7um and 6.7um respectively. The average wavelength and 

amplitude for vertical direction are 60.6um and 0.95 um respectively. The 

horizontal profile is much larger than vertical profile which also demonstrate 

the small unit is rectangular shape other than square shape. 
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Figure 3-2 Surface morphology and profiles for screwthread-liked structure. a) 

Microscopy image of large region of rectangular units arranged uniformly. b) 

Scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of micro-structure from a titled view. c) 

Surface profile for optical diffuser along horizontal direction. d) Surface profile for 

optical diffuser along vertical direction. 

 

3.5 Optical Properties Analysis 

After the investigation of its surface morphology, the diffusive optical 

patterns are studied when the collimated light source went through the 

optical diffuser. The distance between the rough surface of sample and the 

detected screen is fixed to be 43.5mm. Figure 3-3 a) shows the rectangular 

shaped optical patterns for one-sided optical diffuser. Both top and bottom 

shrined a little bit from our observation since the second prestretching for the 

PDMS film introduce the compression at vertical direction due to the 

Poisson’s Effect, the horizontal direction cannot rebound to its initial state 

since the rigid SiOx layer exhibited  by 1hour UVO etching. Figure 3-3 b) 

shows the magnified rectangular shaped optical patterns for two-sided optical 

diffuser since two roughed wrinkling surfaces have better light scattering 
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effect. More to the point, the light intensity for one-sided and two-sided 

samples can be obtained via ImageJ processing. From figure 3-3c, the 

uniformly distributed light intensity can be obtained horizontally and 

vertically respectively. The broader scattering region at X direction than Y 

direction can be explained by the larger wavelength at horizontal direction 

compared with vertical profile. Figure 3-3 d shows that the light intensity 

distribution region for two-sided sample is much larger than one-sided 

situation. That’s because two rough surfaces scattered the light source twice. 

High diffusive transmittance and Haze index are two important indicators for 

optical diffuser evaluation. To quantitively measure these optical properties 

of our optical diffusers, a UV-vis –NIR spectrophotometer with integrating 

sphere was utilized. The experimental results show that the total 

transmittance has reached about 85% for both one-sided and two sided 

sample (most of the light went through PDMS film without reflection and 

absorption), but the diffusive transmittance for two-sided sample is about 

65% which is much larger than one-sided ~45% diffusive transmittance. With 

the proportion between the total transmittance and diffusive transmittance, 

the Haze index can be set up in Figure 3-3f). The haze transmittance for two-

sided sample reached about 80% which is more than 20% higher than one-

sided optical diffuser. The reason is that the collimated light source 

reflecting& refracting at both two rough surfaces so that the scattering 

rectangular region for two-sided sample is much larger than one-sided. 
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Figure 3-3 Optical performance for one-sided and two-sided optical diffusers. a) The 

digital image of one-sided optical diffusion pattern. b) The digital image of two-sided 

optical diffusion pattern. c) The normalized light intensity for one-sided optical 

diffuser along X and Y directions. d) The normalized light intensity for two-sided 

optical diffuser along X and Y directions. e) Diffusive and total transmittance from 

wavelength 300nm to 800nm fir both one-sided and two-sided optical diffusers. f) 

The Haze index for both one-sided and two-sided optical diffusers. 

 

3.6 Deformable surface morphology 

Another novel feature for our screwthread-like microstructure is that the 

surficial two-dimensional wrinkling patterns can be tuned to one-dimensional 

due to simple mechanical actuation shown in Figure 3-4a. With the increased 

applied strain from 0% to 20%, the second generated wrinkling at horizontal 

direction become flatten gradually, and the first replicated wrinkling become 

more obvious. When the applied strain reached to 20% which is same with 

the second pre-strain, the surficial pattern almost recover to its initial stage 

without second UVO etching and pre-strain. Then the quantitative analysis 

for tunable surficial profiles were studied by using the profilelometer, the 
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quantitative surficial diversification versus applied strain is obtained from 

Figure 3-4 b) &c). Along the x direction, the amplitude decrease rapidly from 

about 7um to 1um with the x-directional stretching. On the other hand, the 

wavelength increase from ~90um to ~115um. The horizontal wrinkling 

cannot be perfectly stretched to flatten since the existence of cracks along the 

vertical direction will release the strain when stretching introduced. And 

along the y direction, since the stretching introduced at x direction would 

induced the compression due to Poisson’s Effect at another direction, the 

amplitude increased dramatically in the meantime wavelength decreased 

when increasing applied strain applied. It’s a robust and reversible process 

changing from two-dimensional structure to one-dimensional structure 

without any structural violation. The optical properties such as 

transmittance will be discussed in next section. 
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Figure 3-4 Deformable surface morphology and profiles for one-sided optical diffuser. 

a) Microscopy image of surface morphology changed from two-dimensional to one-

dimensional under the increasing strain applied.  b) The relationship between 

wavelength and amplitude versus increasing applied strain along the horizontal 

direction. c) The relationship between wavelength and amplitude versus increasing 

applied strain along the vertical direction. 

 

3.7 Tunable Optical Diffuser 

With the development of photonics and optoelectronics, the optical component 

needs to be tunable with an easy actuation which allows real-time monitoring 

and environmental flexibility. Various structural morphologies induce 

various optical diffusive patterns, therefore for our optical diffuser the 

tunable surficial morphologies can be used for tunable optical patterns when 

a light source transmits through. From the Figure 3-5 a) the optical light 
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spots versus increased applied strain was shown. The original rectangular 

shaped light region shrinks along the horizontal direction to a narrow light 

stripe both for one-sided and two-sided samples as applied strain increase 

from 0% to 20%. The light spots shrinks along horizontal direction can be 

explained by horizontal wrinkling patterns become flatten. In addition, the 

light spots elongate along vertical direction since the combination of more 

inclined wrinkling pattern and cracks along the vertical direction were 

introduced. Then the relationship between the scattering angles and the 

applied strain can be obtained in Figure 3-5c) and d). Take one-sided sample 

as example, the scattering angle along the x direction changed from 30° to 

10° since the subdued horizontal wrinkles while scattering angle increase 

along y direction especially from 10% to the 20% with a dramatically 

increasing slope which is because not only the increased aspect ratio for 

wrinkling patterns along the transverse direction but also the narrow 

cracking grooves along the transverse direction has been expanded. All in all, 

from the optical analysis in figure 3-5, our tunable surficial wrinkling pattern 

can be utilized for potential tunable optical diffuser applications. The optical 

photographs and optical properties can be tuned by a dynamically 

straightforward actuation. 
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Figure 3-5 The tunable optical performance for both one-sided and two-sided optical 

diffusers. a) The deformable diffusion from rectangular shape to a stretched line 

shape with increasing uniaxial strain for both one-sided and two-sided optical 

diffusers. b) The diffusive transmittance for one-sided optical diffuser under various 

strain applied. c) Variation of scattering angle versus applied strain for one-sided 

optical diffuser. d) Variation of scattering angle versus applied strain for one-sided 

optical diffuser. The distance from the screen to optical diffuser is to be fixed to 

43.5mm. 

3.8 Supplement  

By changing the angle for propagation directions between two one-

dimensional wrinkles when second strain applied, some novel diffusion region 

can be obtained as shown in Figure 3-6 b). The second propagation direction 

has 45° angle with the vertical propagated wrinkles when a ∠45° directional 

pre-strain applied to PDMS replica. Figure 3-6 a) shows the microscopy 

image of uniform arranged wrinkling structures. The quasi parallelogram-

shaped diffusion can also be obtained when the light beam transmit through 

for special optical applications. 
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Figure 3-6. Preparation of ∠45° optical diffuser. a) Microscopy image of 45° 

screwthread-liked morphology. 2) Digital image of parallelogram-shaped diffusion 

region. 

 

3.9 Conclusions 

In this chapter, a simple, cheap and high-effective approach is introduced to 

fabricate a high-performance optical diffuser by combination of wrinkling 

patterns and molding replication to generate a micro-scaled two-dimensional 

surface morphology. Such optical diffuser can uniformly diffuse light spot into 

a rectangular shaped region, which has a high optical performance like 

diffusive transmittance and haze index. Furthermore, a two-sided 

screwthread-liked optical diffuser is proposed to enhance the optical 

performance in diffusion and scattering region. With deeper analysis of 

surficial morphology, another unique feature for our optical diffuser is that 
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its two-dimensional screwthread-like surface structure can be easily tuned to 

an on-dimensional wrinkling structure via simple mechanical stimulation, 

which indicates its variability in optical performance such as scattering 

angle. 
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Chapter 4 Harness Two-layer Hierarchical Surface 

for Deformable Optical Grating 

4.1  Experiment Section  

4.1.1 Sample Preparation  

PDMS was prepared by homogenously mixing silicone elastomer and curing 

agent (Sylgard 184, Dow Coming) in a weight proportion of 10:1. The 

thorough mixture was then degassed in a vacuum desiccator for 40mins to 

remove all trapped air bubbles. After degassing, the mixture was placed in a 

flat platform with weight of 8g and was then cured in a hot oven at 80° for 

about 1hour. The polymerized PDMS films with thickness about 1mm were 

cut with 6cm*2cm strip for further surface treatment. The PDMS samples 

were then fixed with a uniaxial pre-strain 20% by a hand-made stretching 

step. The pre-stretched sample was then placed in a tight chamber treated 

with oxygen plasma (Plasma 540/540 Dual Chamber RIE system) at a power 

of 150 watts, pressure of 500 mTorr for 5mins to generate a thin layer of SiOx 

on its top surface. One-dimensional wrinkling pattern generated 

spontaneously at stretching direction after the stretching released. Three 

identical samples aligned together for next-step mold. The thoroughly 

degassed but uncured PDMS mixture was then poured over three aligned 

wrinkling surface and cured at 80° for 1 hour. After cooling to room 
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temperature, with peeling off from the templated carefully, the PDMS replica 

with one-dimensional wrinkling surficial pattern are obtained. The replica 

was then cut prestretched to 20% perpendicular to first wrinkling direction 

and then place in the UVO cleaner (Jelight model 42) at the distance ~10mm 

for 1hour to generate a stiff SiOx layer on top surface. After releasing the 

20% strain, the one-dimensional-one-dimensional two-layer hierarchical 

surface morphologies were obtained for potential optical applications such as 

optical gratings and optical diffusers. 

4.1.2 Structural Characterization 

Optical microscopy image of one-dimensional/one-dimensional hierarchical 

structures were obtained by the optical microscope (BX60, Olympus) 

integrated with CCD camera in a reflection mode. Scanning electron 

microscopy (SEM) were obtained by a Hitachi SU3500 microscope with an 

accelerating voltage of 30kV. Surface profiles for micro-leveled wrinkle were 

measured by Alpha-step 500 surface profilometer (Tencor). Surface profile for 

nano-leveled wrinkle patterns were measured by atomic force microscope 

(AFM) with tapping mode. 

4.1.3 Optical Characterization 

Total and diffusive transmittance of two samples stacking together was 

measured by the UV-VIS-NIR spectrophotometer (Shimadzu 3101PC) 

integrated with integrating sphere (Shimadzu ISR 3100). The haze index was 
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generated by the ratio of diffusive transmittance versus total transmittance. 

For the optical diffusive patterns, the light source was a collimated green 

beam with wavelength of 532nm transmitting through the optical diffuser 

sample. The white screen behind the sample was placed to collect diffusive 

pattern. The distance from screen to sample was fixed to 43.5mm. 

4.2 Fabrication Process  

Figure 4-1 schematically exhibits the fabrication process of two-layer 

wrinkling hierarchical structure. The oxygen plasma first used to etch the 

pre-stretched polymerized PDMS surface to carry out a thin layer of SiOx. 

After releasing the strain, the sub-micro-scaled one-dimensional wrinkling 

patterns can be extracted as a result of the mechanical properties’ mismatch 

between the top SiOx thin layer and PDMS substrate. Then the uncured 

PDMS was poured over the PDMS template with wrinkling patterns. After 

carefully peeling off from the molding, the perfect replicated wrinkling 

surface was obtained since the significant replication characters like low 

surface energy for cured PDMS polymer. The replica fixed and clamped with 

a 20% pre-strain along the direction perpendicular to the first replicated 

wrinkle direction and exposed with the UVO etching for 60mins. After pre-

strain was released, the micro-scaled wrinkling patterns propagated 

perpendicular to first replicated wrinkling direction spontaneously. 

Therefore, two-layer one-dimensional perpendicular mutually hierarchical 
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surface morphology can be obtained. Furthermore, by changing the second 

stretching direction, various surficial morphologies can be generated. Such 

deformable pattern will be discussed later. 

 

 

Figure 4-1. Schematic illustration of fabrication process for two-layer hierarchical 

surface for optical grating application. ⅰ) Preparation of freestanding PDMS 

substrate. ⅱ) Oxygen plasma treatment to pre-strained PDMS to generate a thin 

layer of SiOx at the top. ⅲ) After strain released, the one-dimensional wavy PDMS 

template can be obtained. ⅳ) uncured PDMS was poured over the templated to 

replicate surface morphology. ⅴ) UVO etching to replica to generate another layer of 

SiOx at the top after the second pre-strain which is perpendicular to the propagating 

direction of first wrinkles.  ⅵ) After releasing 2nd pre-strain, 1D⊥1D Hierarchical 

Structure (HS) surface morphology for optical grating can be obtained. 
 

4.3 Surface Morphology and profiles 

Figure 4-2a) shows microscopy image of surface transformation from two-

layer hierarchical structure to one-layer structure with only one-dimensional 
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sub-micro-scaled surface morphology. The original surface morphology is a 

combination of sub-micro-scaled wrinkling patterns perpendicular to micro-

scaled wrinkling patterns. With the applied strain along the micro-scaled 

wrinkling patterns direction increasing from 0% to 20% which is the same 

with the second stretched strain, the micro-scaled patterns are stretched to 

flatten continuously while only the replicated sub-micro-scaled wrinkling 

patterns remain. After the release, the large wrinkles recover to its initial 

stage. Figure 4-2b) show the SEM image of such hierarchical surface 

structure which demonstrates that the small wrinkling structure propagated 

onto the large buckled wavy surface and was also orthogonal to the large 

wrinkle patterns.  Figure 4-2c) shows the surface profile of initial replicated 

sub-micro-scaled wrinkling structure with an average wavelength of 2.6μm 

and amplitude of 150nm. Figure 4-2d) shows the surface profile of initial 

micro-scaled wrinkling pattern with no strain applied. The one-dimensional 

wavy patterns generate along the y direction uniformly with average 

wavelength of 90μm and amplitude of 8μm which both much larger than 

replicated small wrinkles. Figure 4-2e) exhibits the development of 

wavelength and amplitude of large wrinkles via normal strain applied. As the 

applied strain increased, the wavelength increased and amplitude decreased 

which means the surface developed to flatten state at micro-scaled level.  
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Figure 4-2. Surface morphology and profiles for tunable optical grating. a) 

Microscopy images of two-layer hierarchical surface morphologies with increasing 

strain applying. B) Scanning electron microscope (SEM) image for two-layer 

hierarchical wavy surface morphology with no strain applied from a titled view. c) 

Wavy profile for replicated sub-micro-scaled wrinkles by atomic force microscope 

(AFM). d) Surface profile for micro-scaled wrinkles. e) The relationship between 

wavelength& amplitude of large wrinkles versus increased applied strain. 

 

4.4 Potential Deformable Optical Grating Applications  

Nowadays, diffractive optical components have raised a lot of attentions 

considering their vast potential applications in strain sensors, photonic 

systems. From novel tunable optical patterns via simple actuation, we 

demonstrated that the initial diffractive& diffusive patterns from various 

hierarchical surficial structures can be changed to one-dimensional 

diffraction patterns without any deficiency for diffraction effect. 
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To observe the optical patterns, the optical observation system is built up: the 

monochromatic green laser (532nm) transmit a collimated light going 

through our optical grating samples, and a white screen behind the sample to 

detect and collect the optical patterns. Figure 4-3a) shows the optical 

photography of our sample with orthogonal wrinkling surface when the green 

light transmitted through the surface, the wavelength of replicated 

sinusoidal small wrinkles is comparable to the wavelength of transmitting 

green light (532nm). Here each sinusoidal surficial structure is treated as 

single slit, all the sinusoidal waves integrated together can form a novel 

diffraction grating. And larger wrinkling pattern which is much larger than 

the wavelength of collimated light source contributes a scattering effect for 

each level diffractive light spot, which means diffractive point light spots 

have been elongated to light lines paralleled with each other. Therefore, a 

pattern of the paralleled diffractive light lines generated when a collimated 

light source whose wavelength is comparable to our small wrinkles’ 

wavelength. Besides, when the sample is stretched from 0% strain to 20% 

strain which is same as second stretching strain, the paralleled light lines 

shrink to only diffractive light spots shown in Figure4-3 a). However, the 

distance between each diffractive maxima spot remains the same which is 

almost independent to the applied strain. To further investigate the 

observation, the light intensity distribution of our light patterns is 

quantitatively analyzed by using ImageJ Software. The Figure 4-3c) exhibit 
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the light intensity distribution along the vertical direction under various 

applied normal strains, the distance between the zeroth and first-order 

diffraction spot almost remain consistent with initial circumstance even 

though the applied strained reached to 20% as the large wrinkle has been 

stretched to flattened. The mechanical explanation of such phenomena is that 

the flattening of large wrinkles and cracklings propagated along the vertical 

direction both released nearly all strain applied, as a result, the deformation 

of small sub-micro-scaled wrinkles has been decoupled from the normal 

stretching. Figure 4-3a) also shows the digital photography of such sample 

under normal strain applied. The light shrined to diffractive light spots as 

the stretching engaged in. The deformation along the horizontal direction is 

much larger than dislocation along vertical direction due to Poisson’s Effect, 

but the diffractive spots are as clear as three spots totally separate with each 

other at same distance which demonstrates the replicated small wrinkle can 

survive without flattening even if the normal strain reach to 20%.  
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Figure 4-3. Optical performance for deformable optical grating. a) Tunable 

diffraction& diffusion region with increased applied strain. Initial state for tunable 

pattern is a paralleled line shape. b) Light Intensity distributions along Y direction 

for various strain-state optical grating. c) Multiple peak Gaussian curve fitting for 

various light intensity distributions along Y direction. d) 0 order light intensity 

distribution along X direction. e) Light intensity distribution along Y direction for 

upper and lower light stripes. 

 

4.5 Stacking Effect for potential optical diffuser application 

Recently, optical diffuser attracted a lot of attention from a variety of 

industrial applications such as illumination field where there always needs 

an optical component to soften the light source or minimize and eliminate 

high intensity bright light spots in small region. In this section, two samples 

(1D-1D &1D-1D) stack to an integration which can scattering the light evenly 

in a large region. Furthermore, more general stacking circumstances are 

discussed later for potential applications. 
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Figure 4-4 a) shows the diffusive image when 1D-1D&1D-1D orthogonal 

stacked together. The distance from stacked samples to detected screen is 

also fixed to 43.5mm. The diffusing pattern is a rectangular-shaped even 

light region with the scattering angle about horizontally and vertically 

respectively. The total transmittance and diffusive transmittance are both 

measure by using a UV-vis-NIR spectrophotometer integrated with an 

integrating sphere. And haze transmittance is the ratio between the total 

transmittance and diffusive transmittance. Higher haze transmittance, more 

significant the scattering effect is. The optical image is also a combination of 

two single diffusing images since two rough hierarchical stack together 

without any space. For single 1D⊥1D circumstance, it has paralleled line-

shaped pattern, the orthogonal stacking of 1D⊥1D paralleled to 1D⊥1D 

circumstance will spread out the pattern along vertical direction 

homogeneously.  Both two transmittances have a uniform value within the 

visible light range (wavelength spectrum from 280nm to 780nm) shown in 

figure 5-5. The haze index is so high that more than 90% which implicate a 

high-efficient scattering effect. The uniformity of light intensity distribution 

along vertical and horizontal direction also exhibited in figure 4-4b) and c) 

respectively. All in all, the stacking surface morphologies for two identical 

samples can be used for potential optical diffuser uniformly and productively. 

Furthermore, various combinations of two samples stacking together has 

been investigated, for example, the optical image of 1D⊥1D paralleled with 
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1D∥1D  is still three paralleled line-shaped pattern whose central line is 

brightest, light intensity dropped vertically. But the central line-shaped line 

spot is much longer and brighter than first order diffraction light spot. 

Besides, when 1D⊥1D sample and 1D∠45°1D sample integrated together 

vertically, the combined photography is three parallelogram-shaped bright 

regions with some overlaps, and when they are horizontal stacking, the 

enhanced paralleled light strips can be generated. 

 

 

Figure 4-4 Optical performance for stacked optical diffusers. a) Schematic 

illustration of stacking diffusion effect that 1D⊥1D & 1D∥1D two HS samples 

stacked vertically and horizontally. b) Light intensity distribution along X direction 

for vertical stacked samples. c) Light intensity distribution along Y direction for 

vertical stacked samples. d) Total transmittance, diffusive transmittance, and haze 

index for vertical stacked optical diffuser. 
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4.6 Conclusions 

In this chapter, a robust, simple, and low-cost approach has been developed 

to fabricate a two-layered hierarchical surface structure with combination of 

micro-scaled wrinkles along with sub-micro-scaled sinusoidal wrinkles. Such 

unique structure has potential contribute to optical grating applications. The 

initial pattern of optical grating while collimated light going through is three 

line-shaped light spots paralleling with each other whose central line strip 

has brightest light intensity, two first order light strips separated by central 

strip has lower light intensity but same length compared with central 

diffusion spot. In addition, three diffusion spots shrined spontaneously as an 

increasing normal stretching applied. Moreover, large diffusion region for two 

identical samples stacking together with no distance demonstrate its 

potential for high-performance optical diffuser. The optical exploration of this 

series of surface morphologies has a profound impact for future optical 

system design.  
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Chapter 5 Summary and Prospects 

5.1    Summary 

In this dissertation, the relationship between the micro-scaled, nano-scaled 

wrinkling patterns and optical properties has been explored. The PDMS 

substrate work perfectly as both template and replica. Several optical 

systems has been developed simply and cheaply for a wide range of 

applications as optical smart window, optical diffuser, and optical grating. 

The fabrication methods in this dissertation give inspiration on how to realize 

simple actuation for tunable optical properties. The dissertation also has a 

profound and far reaching significance on fabrication of hierarchical surface 

morphologies and its potential optical applications. 

Firstly, in chapter 2, an optimal transmittance performance and range of 

tunable transmittance for a series of optical smart windows have been 

proposed since the different UVO treating times lead to different surface 

morphologies for such fabrication strategy. However, the diffusion region is 

not general for such surface morphology. Therefore, secondly, the one-

dimensional wrinkling surface fabrication approach is combined with 

template replication to generate a two-dimensional micro-scaled wrinkling 

surface morphology for potential high-performance tunable optical diffusers. 

In addition, two-rough-surface optical diffuser has been exhibited to enhance 

optical performance. How about two scaled wrinkling patterns integrated 
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together? In chapter 4, the sub-micro-scaled and micro-scaled integrated 

together to form a two-dimensional surface morphology which is suitable for 

optical grating. Besides, we demonstrate that two optical gratings stacking 

together is a high-performance optical diffuser as well.  

5.2 Prospects 

From the beginning of inspiration, PDMS as a foundation material to support 

the experimental design due to its high optical transparency, low surface 

energy, deformation for large mechanical actuation, especially working as 

superior replication for complicated surface morphology. In the future, more 

novel active soft materials integrate with PDMS template can possibly 

realize broader potential applications. For example, the liquid crystal 

elastomer (LCE) is hybrid material combining ordered liquid crystal and 

elastic polymer which is very sensitive to light and thermal stimuli for 

dramatic reversible change of dimension of more than 400%. Integrating 

PDMS with LCE cannot achieve dramatically tunable optical systems but 

also some novel soft robots as well. Hydrogel is a soft H2o-dispersion-medium 

gelatin which has crosslinked interior structure. Hydrogel is hydrophilic 

material which is also hydro-holding based on its unique material properties. 

Combining PDMS with hydrogel can not only serve for optical devices but 

also has an implication for biomechanics devices since both have good 

biocompatibility.  
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